
SKIN 
DIAGNOSTICS 

EXPERT

MoreMe Skin Analyzer

LET ANYONE BE ABLE TO



  Integrating the algorithms of Stanford University, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and Heidelberg University in Germany to form a set of 
internationally leading AI logic algorithms.

 Unlimited Cloud storage , and not afraid even loss the devices.

  More than 3 million picture data base , and will be more accurate by 
AI Machine study.

  Any one can diagnosis the stain , wrinkles, pores by AI technology.

  Accurate 7 kinds of  skin analysis , pathological performance, 
sensitivity, number of wrinkles, number of pores, distribution of 
pigmentation, number of blackheads, porphyria performance.

MoreMe Skin Analyzer

Data Collection Photo Analysis Server Remote 
Service

Data Cloud Backup 
Automatically

Cosmetic & 
Treatment Advice
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Spectrum

Daylight Cross Polarised Light

Parallel Polarised Light UV Light Wood's Light

01  Thechnology -- Machine
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USB Port for 
Upgrade 
Hardware

360° Rotating Can Adjust the 
Heright 

4 Universal 

Adapter UK EU US AU
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Application Surface



Natural Deeper Layers Surface Lines UV Light Wood's Light

Biological Aging Sensitivity Brown Colour Blenmish Forecast Monochrome Photo

10 Pictures
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Case Management

Orders Management Devices Management 

Case Records

Background Pages
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Analysis of 7 Common Skin
Problems

dermatopathy sensitivity wrinkle coarse 
pore

blemish blackhead porphyria

02  AI Analysis

MoreMe AI Detect：
Detecting seven common skin problems through AI image recognition
More than 360 treatment recommending.



Dermatopathy 
Identifying the dermatopathy by AI technology, and it is visualized by 

daylight map, polarization maps, and biologica graph. Meanwhile, 

skin aging status is simulated after 3~5 years. It focuses on skin 

diseases, skin color, skin texture, aging, etc.

1.
total area 67.52cm²

02  AI Analysis



Sensitivity
The sensitive area is identified by AI technology, and it is represented 

by polarization map and sensitive image; this mode focuses on 

sensitive, inflammatory, red blood, acne and other issues.

2.
sensitive area 48.62cm²

02  AI Analysis



Wrinkle
The AI technology is used to identify facial wrinkles as well as the 

number and length, and through the texture map, wrinkle young / 

aging simulation map for figurative representation. It simulates the 

rejuvenation of wrinkles and aging under different degrees; this mode 

focuses on the analysis of skin texture, moisture and other issues.

3.
quantity of wrinkle 15 total length  12.62cm

02  AI Analysis



Coarse Pores
Through the AI technology to identify the blocked pores and the 

quantity of pores. This mode focuses on the analysis of blocked 

pores and other issues.

4.
quantity of pores 42

02  AI Analysis



Blemish
The AI technology is used to identify the distribution and area of the 

facial spots, and the representations are represented by polarization 

maps, brown maps, fade maps, and stain maps. At the same time, 

the trend of future growth of stains is simulated; this dimension 

focuses on the analysis of stains, pigments, Sunburn spots and other 

issues.

5.
blemish area 97.84cm²

02  AI Analysis



Blackhead
The blackhead distribution and the number of facial blackhead are 

identified by AI technology, and the representation is represented by 

the sunlight map and the Wood‘s diagram; this dimension focuses 

on the analysis of blackhead problems.

6.

quantity of blackhead 127

02  AI Analysis



Porphyria
The reaction of Wood‘s light to the facial condition reflects the 

impurity and is reflected by the Wood’s diagram, the brown figure, 

and the black and white picture; this dimension analyzes the sebum, 

skin care residue, fluorescent agent, heavy metal and so on.

7.

02  AI Analysis
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03  Operation

1. log in 2. home page 3.customer list

This page can be clicked on the camera button for quick photo detection. 
Click on “Customer Statistics” to enter the customer list.



Before shooting, remind the customer to keep the fixed position for 15 

seconds, click the shooting button            The system takes 9 photos in 

succession automatically and it finishes after 5 rings. Then the photos will be 

displayed on the left side. After uploading the image, you can go next step.

03  Operation

Shooting

 Make up remove.

 Take off ornaments aroud ear and neck.

 If the bangs are fixed with a black headband, do not include a towel or a 

shower cap, etc.

 Cover the hood to avoid light leakage.

 Preperation

Shooting



03  Operation

 Use the dotted line on the interface to adjust the customer's face posture.

Front Shooting

left/right tilt 45°

The mandible is placed in the center 

of the bracket (point 1) to see the 

round mirror.

 The body is 45°left/right, rotating the chin bracket to the 
left/right, the longitudinal axis to the left/right inner corner of the 
eye, the nose and the outer corner of the mouth (ie the tip of the 
nose and the other side of the face at one point).
 The face and the photo interface are in a parallel state, and it is 
forbidden to lean forward or backward.

1

middleleft right

Shooting
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03  Operation

Checking Results
 Please check the yellow note on the left.

A

Checking Mode Diagram

The first click is left and right contrast,the second click is faded 
contrast, and the third click is canceled.

 Click on any of the F areas on the left to display the corresponding 
spectrum.

B Open the internet.

C Click on the marker line to flash, click again to cancel flashing.

D Click on this section to replace the pattern.

E Slide left and right to control the display of the AI mark line.



AB

F

C
D

 Please check the yellow note on the left.

 Click A to enter contrast mode.

 The B area represents the pattern diagram on the left and the 
C area represents the pattern diagram on the right. The D area 
represents an AI mark line that can display the corresponding 
problem.

 Area B is a pattern diagram of this open record. The C area is a 
pattern diagram of historical detection. Click F, and the date can be 
selected for comparison.

03  Operation

Checking Results



Report

A
B

B

B

03  Operation

 Please check the yellow note on the left.

A Click on any part of this area to enter 
the problem dimension big picture 
analysis.

B Be able to add or modify treatment 

suggestions on their own.

Click on the top right corner‘report’            ， 
to view the ‘Test report’ and the problem 
analysis ‘Skin problem’.



A

B

C

Customer Details
 Please check the yellow note on the 

left.

A Click on this area to enter the problem 
dimension big picture analysis.

B Expand the radar chart of the problem.

C

03  Operation

Click on this area to enter the problem 
dimension big picture analysis.
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The Size of the Machine

164.4mm

193.7mm

04  Parameters and Preservation

390mm

595-615mm

249mm

20mm



 Operation Condition

Operation condition Indoor

Relative temperature 20~80%RH
Ambient temperature 10~30℃

Relative pressure 80~106KPa

 Transportation and Storage Conditions

Storage pressure 50~106KPa

Transportation and storage temperature -20~60℃

Other conditions According to the logo on the package

Transport and storage humidity 5~90%RH

Electricity safety IEC60601-1 class-2 class power supply, enhanced double isolation

 Technical Parameters

Power frequency 50~60Hz Power input voltage Globally 100~240V

Instrument Parameters
04  Parameters and Preservation



04  Parameters and Preservation

Instrument Maintenance

 Regularly clean accessories that come into touch with 

customers.

 Wipe the appearance of the instrument main body regularly, 
and dry all parts after cleaning.

 Dust cleaning of the hood.

 After finishing the work, it is better to turn off both the host 
and the iPad.



Instrument Accessory System
04  Parameters and preservation

Components

Selected
components

Host

Detachable Hood 9.7 inch Holder

Disposable 
Mattress Pad

Power Adapter Wiring

11 inch Holder



If you have any questions, please call

0755-8693 2543

DJM Medical Instrument GmbH

Service Mail

cscenter@djmiot.com

www.djmiot.com

After Sales Service



THANKS
MoreMe Skin Analyzer


